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Abstract. Community detection aims to discover cohesive groups in which people connect with each other closely in social
networks. A variety of methods have been proposed to detect communities in social networks. However, there is still few work
to make a comparative study on those methods. In this paper, we first introduce and compare several representative methods on
community detection. Then we implement those methods with python and make a comparative analysis on different real world
social networking data sets. The experimental results have shown that GN algorithm is suitable for small networks, while LPA
algorithm has a better scalability. FU algorithm is of the best stability. This work could help researchers to understand the ideas
of community detection methods better and select appropriate method on demand more easily.
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1. Introduction
The popularity of internet-based social media has made it possible for people to communicate with each other at
any time and anywhere freely. People can create content, share information, comment interesting issues and build
connections with any person that they like. Thus, the social media has accumulated large number of data about
users’ interacting behaviors and their social relationships , which implies big value. Social networking analysis and
mining has received a great deal of attention and become a popular research area[1,2,3].
Community detection aims to identify cohesive clusters or groups in real-world graphs such as social networks,
web graphs and biological networks [4,5]. It is a problem of considerable practical interest and has received a great
deal of attention [6,7,8,9]. Community is a very important structure in social networks. The quantitative definition
of community has been widely discussed by scholars from different areas. Until now, there is still no well-accepted
quantitative definition. In most cases, the community is often dependent on the specific application scenario. For
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example, the community in a social network represents a group of people with similar characteristics; the community
in biological networks means the module of biological tissues with similar functions; the community in a web
network is considered to be a cluster of web document with related topics. Qualitatively speaking, community is
typically considered as a group of nodes with interactions amongst its members than between its members and the
remainder of the network [10].
Although there is still no wide-accepted quantitative definitions for the community, numerous techniques have
been developed to detect communities effectively and efficiently. Girvan and Newman proposed a method which
adopted "betweenness centrality" to find community boundaries [11]. Then, they present "modularity" to evaluate
the overall quality of a network partition [12]. It inspires researchers to design an objective function to detect
communities hidden in networks. Since the objective is often NP-hard to optimize exactly [13,14], one employs
heuristics [15] or approximation algorithms [16] to find sets of nodes which could be considered as communities.
Once extracted, such communities are usually interpreted as organizational units in social networks, functional units
in biological networks, ecological niches in food web networks, or scientific disciplines in citation and collaboration
networks [17,18]. According to the technical principles that they used, the existing representative methods could be
divided into five categories: Hierarchical clustering method [11,17,19], Modularity optimization method [12,20,21],
Label propagation method [22,23,24], Information flow method [25] and Matrix decomposition method [26,27,28].
It is important to note that different methods often tend to perform particularly well or particularly poorly on
certain kinds of graphs. Moreover, one might prefer to choosing specific method with respect to the target application
or the properties of the network that to be analyzed. Thus, it is necessary to analyze the characteristics including the
advantages and disadvantages clearly. To achieve this goal, in this paper, we conduct a comparative study on those
proposed community detecting methods. The main contributions are summarized as follows.
– We make a brief description on the representative methods of community detection.
– These methods are compared and analyzed in terms of the technical principles, time complexity and networking
size.
– We implement the above methods and visualized the detected communities with python on different real-world
networking data. The running time and the performances on modularity are also compared and discussed.
The results of this work will help researchers understand the ideas of the community detection methods deeply
and select appropriate method on demand easily.
2. The Comparative Analysis on Representative Methods on Community Detection
In this section, we analyze six representative methods belonging to hierarchical clustering, modularity optimiza-
tion, label propagation, information flow and matrix decomposition. The algorithms include GN algorithm, CNM
algorithm, FU algorithm, LPA algorithm and Feature Vector algorithm. Those methods are also compared and ana-
lyzed from three aspects.
2.1. Representative Methods on Community Detection
(1) GN algorithm
GN algorithm[11] is based on a hierarchical agglomeration of division. The process of divisive clustering is top-
down. Initially, all nodes are regarded as a community. According to a certain condition or standard, social networks
are divided into different parts. Ultimately, the structure of community is shaped. The basic idea of GN algorithm
is using the metric of edge betweenness to make judgments on edge removal. Edge betweenness of an edge is
quantified as the number of shortest paths between pairs of nodes that run along it. According to the above definition,
if a network contains communities or groups that are only loosely connected by a few intergroup edges, then all
shortest paths between different communities must go along one of these few edges. Thus, the edges connecting
communities will have a higher value on the matrix of edge betweennes. GN algorithm judges and removes the
edges of community mainly based on this metric. The basic steps are as follows. Firstly, the betweenness of each
edge is calculated in the network. Then the edge with the highest edge betweenness is selected and removed. After
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that, the edge betweenness is recalculated. The above two steps are looped until there is no edge remaining in the
network. Eventually, the whole network is organized as a hierarchical tree. In order to assess the quality of division
of community, Newman et al. proposed a well-known metric named modularity [12] to evaluate the quality of
partitioning to community.
In GN algorithm, every removal of an edge requires recalculating edge betweenness of the remaining edges.
Therefore, GN algorithm is of very slow speed. That is the reason why GN algorithm can only be applied to small
networks.
(2) CNM algorithm
CNM algorithm [20] is based on cohesive agglomeration of modularity. It is a bottom-up clustering process.
Initially, each node is treated as a community. According to some metrics, it selects two communities and merges
them into a new community in order. The merging stops when there is only one community. Newman proposed
a fast network clustering algorithm based on the idea of modularity [21]. It starts with n communities, in which
each vertex is considered to be a sole member. During the iteration process, communities are repeatedly merged
together by selecting the pairs resulting in the greatest increase in modularity. The progress of the algorithm can
be represented as a ’dendrogram’, a tree that shows the order of the joins. By cutting through this ’dendrogram’
at different levels, we can get a division of the network into larger or smaller numbers of communities. With GN
algorithm, we can select the best cut by looking for the maximal value of modularity. CNM algorithm solves the
problem of GN algorithm which has a slow processing speed and results in a limitation on small-scale networks.
Clauset and Newman present the basic idea of this fast clustering algorithm and make changes on calculation of
value of modularity. This algorithm only calculates the value of modularity, where connection exists between two
nodes. But it gives up the situation that there is no connection between two nodes. With this modification, CNM
algorithm improves the efficiency of fast clustering algorithm.
(3) FU algorithm
Fast Unfolding (FU) algorithm [22] is a heuristic method that is based on modularity optimization. The basic idea
is to assign each node of the network to a different community initially. In this initial partition there are as many
communities as the number of nodes. Then we evaluate the gain of modularity of each node and its neighbours when
they form community. The node is then placed in the community with the maximum gain. If the value is negative,
the node stays in its original community. This process is performed repeatedly until no further improvement can be
achieved.
FU algorithm combines the local optimization and multi-level clustering methods together. Compared with CNM
algorithm, FU algorithm tries to merge the neighboring nodes to calculate the modularity. The time complexity of
FU algorithm is smaller than CNM algorithm. Meanwhile FU algorithm has a high quality of community clustering
and suits for large-scale social network.
(4) LPA algorithm
The LPA algorithm [23] is a localized community detection algorithm based on label propagation. The basic
idea is as follows. It is assumed that each node is initialized with a unique label to denote the community that it
belongs to. Then one node determines its community based on the labels of its neighbors and chooses the community
that the maximum number of neighbors belong to. At the end of the algorithm, the nodes with the same label are
grouped together as one community. The LPA algorithm uses the network structure to guide its progress and does
not optimize any specific measure.
As we will show, the advantage of this algorithm over the other methods is its simplicity and time efficiency.
Compared with other community algorithms, the running time of LPA algorithm tends to be nearly linear, which
greatly improves the efficiency and reduces the time complexity. A large number of experiments show that 95% of
the nodes have converged after 5 iterations. During the updating process of labels, if the number of different labels
are the same, LPA algorithm will select the label randomly. This kind of strategy will increase the probability of
randomness which results in the instability of this method.
(5) Info Map algorithm
Info Map algorithm [25] is an information theoretic approach to reveal community structure in weighted and
directed networks. The maps are used to describe the dynamics across the links and nodes in directed and weighted
networks. Moreover, they are also employed to represent the local interactions among communities, which induces
a system level flow of information. The InfoMap algorithm is designed by understanding the flow of information on
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network. It aims to identify communities by optimally compressing a description of information flows on the net-
work. The nodes among which information flows quickly and easily are clustered as a well-connected community.
Info Map algorithm uses the theory of information flow to analyze community network. Thus, the communities it
identified are relatively accurate. Info Map algorithm can handle the problem of community detection in large-scale
network. But with the increasing of network size, the running time of Info Map algorithm increases dramatically.
(6) Feature Vector algorithm
Feature Vector algorithm [26] aims to detect communities by maximizing the modularity. In this method, the
maximization process is written in terms of the modularity matrix, which transfers the optimization task to a spectral
problem in linear algebra. The modularity matrix plays a role in community detection similar to that played by the
graph Laplacian in graph partitioning calculations. The diagonal elements in the Laplace matrix represent the degree
of the nodes. For non-diagonal elements, if there is an edge connecting two nodes, the value of this edge is negative
one, otherwise zero. The graph is divided into two sub-graphs according to the second smallest eigenvector in the
Laplace matrix. The third smallest feature vector divides the two sub-graphs into four sub-graphs, and so on. Since
the Laplace matrix is a sparse matrix, we can adopt numerical solution [29] to accelerate the calculating speed of
eigenvector and improve the efficiency of community detection.
With this method, we can derive a series of new and competitive algorithms for identifying communities. For
instance, a method for detecting bipartite or k-partite structure in networks, and a new community centrality measure
that identifies vertices which play a central role in the communities to which they belong.
2.2. A Comparative Analysis of Community Detection Methods
In this section, the above algorithms are compared and analyzed from three aspects: technical principles, the
network size and time complexity. The comparing results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Comparison of community detection methods


















) O(nlog2n) O(n) O(m+ n) O(n(m+ n)) O(m ∗ n)
It is worth mentioning that the size of the network is considered at three different levels. If the network contains
several thousands of vertices or less, then it is considered to be small-scale. If the number of vertices in the network
is between 10,000 to 100,000, then the network is considered to be medium-scale. Otherwise, if the network contains
more than 100,000 vertices, then it is considered to be large-scale. In Table 1, n denotes the number of vertices in
the network, m denotes the number of edges in the network.
3. Implementation and Analysis
3.1. Real-World Networking Data
Four kinds of real-world data sets are used to examine the above different methods. They are zachary’s karate
club, books about US politics, power grid, and condensed matter collaborations. These data are described as follows:
(1) Zachary’s karate club (Karate):
It is a social network of a karate club, which was studied by Wayne W. Zachary for a period of three years from
1970 to 1972. The network captures 34 members of a karate club, documenting 78 pairwise links between members
who interacted outside the club.
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(2) Books about US politics (Polbooks):
It is a network of books about US politics published during the period of 2004 presidential election and sold by
the online bookseller of Amazon. Vertices represent books that sold by Amazon. Edges between books represent
frequent co-purchasing of books by the same buyers. The network of political book consists of 105 nodes and 441
edges.
(3) Power grid (Power):
The data represents the topology of the Western States Power Grid of the United States, which refers to the
connection between generating equipments. It is an undirected, unweighted network. Nodes represent generators,
transformers and substation equipment. Edges represent the relationship of transmission for high voltage between
these devices. The network consists of 4941 nodes and 6594 edges.
(4) Condensed matter collaborations (Cond-mat-2005):
It is a network of collaborations between scientists posting preprints on the Condensed Matter E-Print Archive.
Nodes represent the researchers in physics area. Edges represent the co-authorship of researchers who have pub-
lished paper in the area of condensed material. This data set describes the co-authorships of scientists from Jan. 1,
1995 to Mar. 31, 2005. The network consists of 40421 nodes and 175693 edges.
3.2. Experimental Settings
The experiments are conducted on one computer server which is equipped with 4 Quad-Core AMD opteron
CPU, 32G memory and 12T disk storage. The CentOS 6.4 is installed as the operating system. Other software
environments include python 2.7 and pycharm 4.5.3. In order to overcome the effect of randomness, we implement
all these algorithms and run them 50 times. The averaged results are considered to be the final results.
3.3. Evaluation Metric
In this paper, we adopt the metric of modularity to quantitatively evaluate the quality of communities detected
with different methods. The metric of modularity is based on the principle that a good community is strongly
connected internally and isolated from the rest of the network. Suppose we have a division for the network, then the
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where
– v, w are vertices within the network;
– Avw is an element of the adjacency matrix corresponding to the network. And it represents the number of
communications occurred between v and w;







Avu, where u is a vertex;
– cv denotes the community to which vertex v is assigned;
– i denotes the community labeled with i;
– δ(x, y) is 1 if x = y; otherwise, it equals to 0.
3.4. Experimental Results and Analysis
(1) Communities visualization
We run the above six algorithms on four real-world data sets. The visualization of the communities are also
performed.
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This section takes the Polbooks network as an example, showing the resulting communities detected by the above
six different methods. Figure 1 and Figure 2 are communities identified with GN algorithm and CNM algorithm,
respectively. LPA algorithm divides the nodes into two communities, shown in Figure 4. Info Map algorithm divides
nodes into six communities shown in Figure 5. Figure 3 and Figure 6 are the four communities detected by FU
algorithm and Feature Vector algorithm respectively.
Fig. 1. Communities detected with GN algorithm.
Fig. 2. Communities detected with CNM algorithm.
Fig. 3. Communities detected with FU algorithm.
Similarly, we also run the above six algorithms on the other three data sets and obtain the corresponding commu-
nities respectively. Due to the large scale of other networks, the visualization of the communities is no longer shown
in the paper.
(2) Running time analysis
Table 2 shows the running time of the six algorithms on four networks. It can be seen that the LPA algorithm runs
fastest in all algorithms, both in large-scale networks and small-scale networks. From the perspective of running
time, GN algorithm performs not very well. It is not capable of dealing with large-scale network. As to Cond-
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Fig. 4. Communities detected with LPA algorithm.
Fig. 5. Communities detected with Info Map algorithm.
Fig. 6. Communities detected with Feature Vector algorithm.
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mat-2005 dataset, it is difficult for GN algorithm to complete the division of community. Info Map algorithm runs
faster than GN algorithm on all networking data. CNM algorithm reduces the time complexity, thus it is capable
of handling large-scale network. LPA algorithm is of the lowest time complexity but it is not stable on detecting
communities because of the random initialization and random selection during the propagating process. It is worth
noting that the time complexity of both FU algorithm and LPA algorithm are highly reduced. With the increasing of
the size of networks, FU algorithm performs better than LPA algorithm.
Table 2
Runing time of different methods on realworld networking data sets
Realworld
data set
GN CNM FU LPA Info Map Feature Vector
Karate 0.0718 0.0297 0.0203 0.0058 0.0371 0.1802
Polbooks 2.0837 0.0265 0.0212 0.0172 0.8694 0.2045
Power 1.9× 103 0.5252 0.3998 0.4996 94.06 63.66
Cond-mat -2005 - 4.7× 102 12.61 26.60 2.2× 103 102.86
(3) Modularity evaluating analysis
Table 3 shows the number of communities detected with six algorithms on each network. It can be seen from
Table 3 that FU algorithm and CNM algorithm are similar in identifying communities. Table 4 shows the modularity
value corresponding to each algorithm on different networking data. According to Table 4, FU algorithm achieves
the best performance on the four kinds of networking data. The algorithms of GN, CNM and FU gets the highest
value on power grid networking data. On the Polbooks networking data, GN algorithm, FU algorithm and Info Map
algorithm get the best performance.
Table 3
The number of communities detected by different methods
Real-world networks GN CNM FU LPA Info Map Feature Vector
Karate 5 3 3 2 3 4
Polbooks 5 4 4 2 6 4
Power 45 41 40 501 491 35
Cond-mat -2005 - 2253 1876 3389 3811 1801
Table 4
The comparison of modularity value from different methods on realworld networking data sets
Realworld
data set
GN CNM FU LPA Info Map Feature Vector
Karate 0.40 0.38 0.41 0.36 0.40 0.39
Polbooks 0.52 0.50 0.52 0.48 0.52 0.47
Power 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.79 0.82 0.83
Cond-mat -2005 - 0.63 0.72 0.42 0.63 0.36
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we analyze six representative approaches of community detection, and compare them in terms of
the principle techniques, time complexity, networking size, modularity and so on. We implement these algorithms
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with python on four kinds of real world networking data. The experimental results have shown that each of the six
approaches has its own advantages. Although the GN algorithm has a high time complexity, it is capable of detecting
communities in small-scale networks precisely. The CNM algorithm which is based on GN algorithm reduces the
running time and makes some improvement on scalability. The advantage of LPA algorithm is that it has the lowest
time complexity, thus it has a good scalability and could be used in large scale networking data. Info Map algorithm
performs well in terms of community quality, but the time complexity increases with the growth of the network
size. Feature Vector algorithm is a method based on matrix decomposition. It does not have special advantage on
the four real-world networking data sets. As to the FU algorithm, it performs the best in terms of time complexity
and community detection.
To summarize, this work could help researchers to understand the ideas of community detection methods better,
and help them to select appropriate method in their practical applications. In our future work, we will study an
effective and efficient method to detect communities in dynamic evolving networks.
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